"Asian financial analysts are the best!"

Boursier.com: You have conducted a study comparing the recommendations of financial analysts worldwide. A what conclusion you end up?

CH: We found that the recommendations of buying and selling in Asia excluding Japan base IBES (Institutional Brokers' Estimate System) perform better than those recorded in Europe, the United Kingdom and the United States for period from 2005 to 2012 ... The recommendations made by analysts in the United States generate higher yields of 1.2% on average relative to the benchmark at 60 days (excess return or excess performance). To the recommendations made in Asia excluding Japan, this triple outperformance (3.5%) over 100 days ...

Boursier.com: How do you explain this result?

CH: These results are consistent at both halves of our study period of 8 years. It is generally difficult to distinguish between market inefficiencies and skills of analysts. Asian markets are less efficient and are subject to corrections. It is clear that related to an event outperformance is stronger in Asia than in Europe and the United States. Another possible reason for the greater efficiency of analysts in Asia excluding Japan is perhaps related to the fact that they follow fewer titles compared to other regions ... This allows them to go deeper because they have fewer targets. The results in Japan are also consistent with our hypothesis that Asian markets are less efficient and are subject to corrections. She is the one that informs good and bad news and the official corporate information. Analysts in Japan also tend to be more experienced than the average ...

Boursier.com: On what criteria did you base your study?

CH: The forecast is extracted from the database and Thomson Reuters IBES data cover the period 2005-2012. We have grouped the recommendations of five regions: Japan, Asia ex-Japan, Europe excluding the United Kingdom, the United Kingdom, the United States. The vast majority of recommendations in each of these regions is made by analysts who live there ... For example, 97% of Japanese local recommendations from analysts. The United States and the United Kingdom, this proportion reaches 87 and 84%. For Asia and Europe, it is similar. For regional comparisons, we used the regional MSCI indices: MSCI All Country Pacific ex-Japan, MSCI Japan, MSCI Europe ex-UK.
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My personal list

(http://www.boursier.com/membres/listes/consulter/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CH</th>
<th>ALCAETE-LUCENT</th>
<th>ACHI</th>
<th>AXA</th>
<th>BNP PARIBAS</th>
<th>CREDIT AGRICOLE</th>
<th>NATIXIS</th>
<th>SOCIETE GENERALE</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(<a href="HTTP://WWW.BOURSIER.COM">HTTP://WWW.BOURSIER.COM</a>)</td>
<td>1.39%</td>
<td>1.80%</td>
<td>1.13%</td>
<td>1.44%</td>
<td>-0.51%</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>-1.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.40%</td>
<td>€ 3.26</td>
<td>€ 22.56</td>
<td>€ 15.85</td>
<td>€ 52.73</td>
<td>€ 9.01</td>
<td>€ 40.38</td>
<td>€ 43.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Forums**

**Most active values**

Alcalet-Lucent | (actions/forum/alc-lucent)
FR0001130007,FF

Soilec | (actions/forum/soi)
FR0004025602,FF

Peugeot | (actions/forum/pei)
FR0000121501,FF

Gausin | (actions/forum/gai)
FR0010342929,FF

Belvedere | (actions/forum/bel)
FR0000060873,FF

CAC 40 | (actions/forum/cac-40)
FR0003500008,FF

EDF | (actions/forum/edf)
FR0010242511,FF

**To the criminalization of clients of prostitutes**

17 (forum/actualites/generale-la-penalisation-des-clients-de-prostites-
(225761.html))

Holland made in 2011, revived the debate on the health of presidents

26 (forum/actualites/generale-opere-en-2011-debat-relance-sur-la-sante-des-presidents-
(225733.html))

Banks: EC imposes a total fine of € 1.7 billion to 8 facilities manipulation of interest rates

10 (forum/actualites/bourse-la-ce-inflege-une-amende-totale-de-1-7-milliard-d-euros-a-8-etablissements-pour-manipulation-des-taux-d-interets-
(225748.html))

Free: "You can take us seriously" on 4G ensures Max Lombardini

14 (forum/actualites/bourse-max-lombardini-
(225735.html))
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The AMF reminds users posting messages in number and/or directional on a given value, to indicate their position in their messages to this value. Otherwise, this omission is likely to constitute a breach of disseminating false information. Read the warning of the AMF (/popup/forum/amf).